
HOMEMADE SWITCHES

MATERIALS AND TOOLS Collect some of these things:
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Explore the conductivity of 
everyday materials to create 
homemade switches that 
control outputs such as 
lights, motors, or buzzers. 
Using household objects to 
design creative switches is 
a great way of exploring 
circuits and developing a 
tinkerer’s disposition. This 
activity can be revisited 
over time to develop a 
deeper understanding about 
conductivity and resistance 
through a variety of 
projects. 

Some other help�l materials:
Clothespins
Popsicle sticks
Tongue depressors
Thumbtacks
Bottle caps

Corks
Assorted metallic objects
Recyclables
Balloons
Paper & cardboard

Coins
Tin cans
Metal pots, pans & lids
Spoons, forks & knives
Cups

Funnels
Play-Doh®

Aluminum foil

Feathers

Pencil

Multimeter

Metal springs

Battery packs (9V or 2-4 AA batteries)

Steel ball bearings

Cra� foamies (6mm thick)

motors, incandescent lights, LEDs,  or buzzers
Outputs to activate such as
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Start your initial explorations by testing out your materials to discover 
what conducts electricity and what acts as an insulator. Some materials 
may surprise you; some bottle caps have a plastic coating that prevents 
them �om conducting electricity even though they're made out of 
metal—you might be able to sand or scrape o� that coating to restore 
conductivity. You can check conductivity by hooking up your items to a 

battery pack and an output (like a motor, light, buzzer, etc.) to see if 
it turns on, or with the continuity �nction on a multimeter. 

Once you have a sense of your materials' conductivity, 
experiment with connecting di�erent 

conductive materials to make your 
circuit turn on and o�. 

You can make a simple push switch with two pieces of aluminum foil 
separated by a “donut” of cra� foam. The foam holds the pieces apart 
until you push on the center of the top piece of foil to bring the two 
sheets together to complete the circuit.

It can also be �n to think of a “task” for your switch to 
do, then build out ideas to help complete that task. 
You can make an alarm if someone opens your cookie 
jar, a light that turns on when you sit on your reading 
chair, or a fan attached to your phone that blows your 
hair for taking awesome sel�es.

Push button switches aren’t the only type you can 
make. Try to imagine switches that are triggered by 
tilting, sliding, pulling, turning, falling, blowing, 
rolling, and more!

What’s a switch? A switch is a 
device for making and breaking 
the connection in an electric 
circuit.

open (foil seperate)

closed (foil connected)

open (foil separated)closed (foil connected)

GETTING STARTED

Clothespins can make switches that are 
always on or always o�, depending on 
where you place your conductive materials.

donut switch

feather switch (the spring comes in contact with the copper pipe
and completes the circuit momentarily)
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Short circuits: if closing your switch doesn’t activate your circuit, you may have created a short circuit. Short 
circuits allow the electricity to �ow directly �om the battery, through the switch, and then back to the battery 
without going through your output. Does your output turn on when you “open” your switch? If so, that’s a good 
indicator that there’s a short. Hot batteries are another telltale sign. Try experimenting with rearranging your 
circuit or tracing the wires to see where they go. Simpli�cation can be a help�l tool in troubleshooting: a good 
rule of thumb to keep in mind is that a circuit with one battery, one output, and one switch only requires three 
wires! Arranging things in a big circle without crossing wires can 
also help identi� problems.

Continuity: Tiny gaps in conductive materials can stop electricity 
�om �owing—double check to see if there are any breaks in the 
materials you’re using. The continuity �nction on a multimeter 
can also help you test to see if the electricity is �owing or if it’s 
blocked.

FACILITATOR TIPS

COMPLEXIFICATION

RELATED TINKERING ACTIVITIES

Getting stuck, and unstuck

• Build circuits into the world around you! Incorporate custom 
switches into your environment to control the projects that 
you’ve created. 

• Create “OR gate” circuits that can be activated by either 
switch, or “AND gate” circuits that require both switches to 
be activated.

Circuit Boards: Tinker with electricity using common objects: batteries, lights, buzzers, motors, switches, and more. 
This activity provides an introduction to exploring circuits before investigating more complicated circuits in the 
taken-apart toys.

http://tinkering.exploratorium.edu/circuit-boards

Light Play: Use common materials in unusual ways to create kinetic light and shadow vignettes. Individual vignettes, 
care�lly constructed using point source lights and slow moving motors, are eventually combined into one large light 
and shadow play wall. Incorporate a homemade switch into your vignette to control the motor speed and 
direction, or lights turning on and o� in interesting ways.

http://tinkering.exploratorium.edu/light-play

Toy Take-Apart: Collect discarded mechanical stu�ed toys and dissect them to �nd battery packs, 
switches, sensors and motor driven mechanical elements similar to the parts used for circuit 
boards and homemade switches.

http://tinkering.exploratorium.edu/toy-take-apart
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